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Abstract. Mixed computation and partial evaluation are powerful programming tools which may 
be used for different program manipulations such as macroprocessing, compilation, debugging, 
installation and SC . . . The most interesting and most significant advances in the area of mixed 
computation and !,artial evahtation are connected with automatic compiler generation and were 
successful recently in Denmark, Japan, USSR and some other places. This paper presents a survey 
of different approaches to mixed computation and their comparison. It is shown that a non-trivial 
partial evaluator needs to use some developed mechanisms of polyvariancy and abstract interpreta- 
tion. The importance and necessity of a user control over mixed computation is discussed. Some 
other kinds of program manipulations which can be realised via mixed computation are also 
considered. These are metaprogramming, incremental computation and sequential decomposition. 
First of all the very term, mixed computation, must be clarified. This term became 
quite stable in programming lexicon, but appears in various contexts with various 
meanings. The reason is partly in the definXon itselc indeed, in most general cases 
mixed computations are defined [ 131 as an arbitrary mapping of the form M : P x D + 
P x: 19, where P and D are the sets of programs and data, respectively, and 
preserves some invariant Sem: if M(p, d) = (p’, d’), then Sem( p, d) = Sefii( p’, d’). 
The preserved invariant has to agree with the standard semantics of the language 
but is not requnred to coincide with it. 
Since there are no restrictions on the form or on the way of obtaining the res 
and any component of both argument and result may be set null, it is obvious that 
any conceivable program processor satisfies this definition. Nevertheless, such a 
general notion is undoubtedly useful as a methodological basis that helps to stress 
jointness and indissolubility of program and data transformation and aims to search 
for more general approaches to constructing program processors. 
The term “mixed computation” is also used in a more restricted sense as a synonym 
to h notions as spe alization [40], projecting 
hout going into etails, projecting can be 
a (partiaiiy known) external environmen 
[22], i.e. compared to mixed co 
results form (only programs) and 
es it practically in 
ere 
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&&ion 1.1. Let p be some program and env be a predicate on the set of data. 
A program pen1 is called a prqiection on a domain defined by predicate env or simply 
a projection of p on env if 
kid env(d) 3 p(d) =p,,Jd). 
The main requirement that distinguishes projection from other optixrizations is 
its obligatory non-triviality. The fact is that actualization of mixed computation 
problems was caused by the discovery of fundamental relations between the main 
processes of compilation and interpretation. 
1.2. A processor proj( P, Env) is called a projector of programs in a 
language L if proj( p, env) = pen”. If a projector is progtclmmed in the same language 
L it is called an autoprojector. 
Now let int( P, D) be an interpreter of a language LL, programmed in L and p(D) 
some program in LL; so 
Vd int( p, d) = p(d). 
Then 
obj = proj( int, (P = p)), (Fl) 
comp( P) = proj( proj, (P = int)), (F2) 
cogen( I) = proj(proj, (P = proj)), (F3) 
where cogen( I) is a compiler generator that, given a program of interpreter int, 
generates a compiler camp from EL to L; obj = comp( p) is an object code of a 
program p. These relations are called Futamura projections after their first discoverer 
[21, 141. 
Thus the autoprojector serves both as a tool and as a source material for automatic 
transformation of the language semantics given in the form of an interpreter into 
the compiler of this language. But with the theory of compilation being one of the 
most developed in computer science, a projector implementor not only can but also 
constantly has to check his solution, comparing it with th? given one. (However, it 
should be remembered, that application of mixed computation to compilation is 
the main but not the only goal, and serves as “a touchstone”.) 
Thus, the main problem of mixed computation is non-triviality. From the purely 
mathematical point of view there is no interest in projecting, because on the 
functional level, the existence of the projection follows from the proof of Kleene’s 
SL theorem [29]. In the simplest case, projecting reduces to insertion at the beginning 
of the program of the so-called explicators of the form X:=x, where X are the 
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from the one in which the program is written. This brings another point of view on 
projecting [25,30]: it is sufficient to transform the environment into the program 
tha, filters out data not satisfying this environment, and after that the problem can 
be solved by composition of obtained program with the source pr0gra.m. 
nition 3. A program [env] is called an explicator of the environment env if 
for any data d, d’ 
[env](d) = d’ 3 env(d’) 
env(d) z-9 [env](d) = d. 
An explicator does not necessarily have the form of an assignment: if we ignore 
the possible incompatibility between the program language and the environment 
language the expli*- ..tir [env] can be expressed as a conditional as in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
A program ~10 pr is called a composition of programs p, and p2 if 
hi PI o pzW = pz(p,Wh 
roposition 1.5. For any program p and environment env pen” = [ env] 0 p. 
Wow le! us get back to Futamura projections. It is obvious that if one takes the 
projector itselr’as interpreter, F3 becomes the special case of F2. Therefore a compiler 
generator, cogen, is a compiler for semantics defined by the projector proj. Now 
taking into consideration that semantics defined by a compiler and by an interpreter 
are equivalent (as denotational and operational semantics) we have that projection 
can be origir:ally defined by the cogen processor. The following proposition holds. 
Proposition 1.6. Let g = cogen( p); then g(env) = prnv. 
g(env) = proj(proj, (a = p))(env) = proj,p,,,(env) = proj( p, env) = pen\,. 
Verbally, the compiler generator generates a progr 
residual program according to the environment. turns out that an 
generator realizes a projecting of some kind. Of course, in this case 
an instrument, since we restrict the use oi the projector 
projections by 
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The possibility of the double-phased implementation was discovered as an 
independent method and was called a generating extension method [ 151. A program 
g was obtained as a result of substitution of some statements of the source program 
p by the output of their text. Now it is clear that these insertions are actually the 
reduced fragments of the projector and the generating extension itself is an object 
code for semantics defined by the projector. 
To make the picture complete we shall cite one more point of view on projecting 
which led to a term supercompilatic. n [44] (a prefix super- emphasis a meta-level of 
processing). The idea is to consider projecting as a generalization of a usual 
interpretation where all possible paths of execution are traced and unexecutable 
instructions are put aside in the residual program. However, in exactly the same 
way, one can consider a projector as a special kind of compiler with strongly 
developed constant propagation. 
In spite of the variety of approaches to projecting and a lot of analogies with 
well-studied methods of program processing, it took a long time to pass from the 
declaration of the idea of obtaining compilers via mixed computation to its realiza- 
tion in a non-trivial projector. From a touchstone, Futamura projections turned into 
a real stumbling block. The first to announce, at the end of 1984, successful 
implementation of all three projections was Jones’ group from DIKU [26,42]. 
Almost at the same .ime, similar experiments were done at the Novosibirsk Comput- 
ing Center [6] and Computing Center of Latvian University [4]. It is significant 
that these experiments covered both applicative and imperative programming 
languages. Soon there followed reports about similar projects for the languages 
based on term rewriting [39] and for Prolog [20]. 
For better understanding of the difficulties arising on the way, let us see how the 
first mixed evaluators worked [16]. As far as for linear fragments of the programs, 
everything was clear: all computations depending only on the accessible memory 
were carried out and all other computations were reduced and put aside in the 
residual program. The problem arose at the moment when the control reached a 
conditional whose condition was uncomputable using the accessible information. 
Indeed, at the meeting point of two different branches (called focus according to 
[16]) the states and even the sizes of the accessible memory could be quite different. 
So all computations inducing these distinctions had to be postponed, Information 
at the focus was made rough enough for the safest state. But even this turned out 
be enough for this scheme of mixed computations (later called strict) to practically 
t to obtain an object code from the 
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different parts of accessible information [37]. This scheme was called polyuuriant 
mixed computation [24]. But it was not much help in solving the above problem 
either. Roughly speaking, the interpreter represents a single loop with the body 
which looks through instruction types of the interpreted language, determines a 
needed alternative and chooses a successor. Then a typical fragment of the interpreter 
that processes the conditional looks like 
. . . (evaluate the condition, put result to RO} 
if RO then 
cur_instr := then_successor[cur_instr] 
else 
cur_instr := else_successor[cur_instr]. 
The value of RO in general depends on the suspended data and therefore is 
inaccessible. It means that the variable cur_instr is suspended a.nd after it, so does 
the whole loop of the interpreter. 
A decisive step was taken when the polyvariancy principle was carried out in full 
measure. It required to restrict consideration to a class of programs, such that 
pro_jetting would give a definitely non-trivial result by introducing a strict partition 
of the memory onto accessible and suspended parts [7]. Here only the accessible 
memory changes were traced and no roughening was admitted at all; when the 
branches with different states met, their continuations were processed independently 
(Romanenko even suggested the use of the terms complete and disjointed computa- 
tions in contrast to partial and mixed ones [39]). 
At once a question arose: “How to stop an avalanche-like multiplication of 
computation c opies ?” The solution is based on the fact that in the class of programs 
we are interested in (called in [7] analyzer programs), the set of accessible memory 
states is always finite. So observing the states appearing during computation and 
detecting repetition (which is inevitable on account of finite definiteness!) one can 
turn back the appropriate branch to the point of the residual program already 
produced. Just that very mechanism is a fundamental feature distinguishing the 
strictly polyvariant scheme. 
The amount of information observed appears frightening at first sight but is in 
fact not so large. Indeed, taking the interpreter for an example we can see that 
during the computation, the program does not change, so it is only a relatively small 
totality of pointers to the program fragments and their attributes that actually controi 
rejecting. Besides, the appearing accessible memory states are not associate 
ery instruction of the projected program but only w 
that the real compilers perform the analogous actions 
tables. 
e strictly polyvariant scheme 
of eeti , i.e., t 
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defined by the structure of the source program. Indeed, all structure alterations were 
implied by reductions of conditionals, since reduction of statements and loop 
unfolding changed only -he length of the linear fragments. Now the residual program 
is formed as a folding of a potentially infinite tree of the source program expansion 
[S] and data structure (in our case the structure of the interpreted program) became 
the pattern for the projection structure, 
It is interesting to note that the strictly polyvariant scheme of projecting first 
appeared under the name of “the most deep algorithm of partial evaluation” in 
Futamura’s pioneering work [21], but it took him 11 years to rediscover his algorithm 
along with formulating its termination condition and realizing its consistency [22]. 
ed memory states to environment 
Somehow the projecting non-termination syndrome was overcome and almost at 
once computer experiments with autoprojectors were carried out. Thus the research 
turned from a demonstration of the possibility of mixed computation applications 
in principle, to proof and automatic implementation of specific mechanisms of 
compilation 693. The problems that previously seemed technical turned intc ones 
of principle and demanded a theoretical substantiation. One such problem is that 
it became insufhcient to consider partially defined memory states without strucktired 
data. The latter are an essential part of any interpreter since its main argument, the 
program, is in fact a structured datum. It turned out that the data structure definite- 
ness is somewhat orthogonal to the definiteness of the elementary components. Let 
us demonstrate it with examples. It may happen that specialization uses knowledge 
about data structure while the values of’ the components (or some part of the 
components) remains unknown. A typical example [36] is the list of pairs that link 
the names of the interpreted program with some values, for example 
((“X” , ?), (“N”, ?), . . .). Here the list length is known and so is the first component 
of each pair; the second components are unknown. (Similar data representation 
was proposed in [ 171, where variable values were stored on the leaves of the parsing 
tree of a program. But the construction of the residual program there was carried 
out at demonstrational level only and did not contain technical details.) On the 
next metalevel, obtaining the compiler, the set of primary data is enlarged by the 
accessibility values [see also 391, e.g. 
NOWN, UNKNOWN), (KNOWN, UNKNOWN), . . . ). 
t is interesting that there exists a practical example when the component values 
are known but the structure is unknown [lo]. Such is the control stack of the 
ut the order in which they a 
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The radical solution that gives a theoretical base to khe above examples considers 
environment as an arbitrary predicate over memory states [8,23,32]. (Apparently 
the first analysis of environments of the more general form than the memory partial 
definiteness was done in [34] where they were called areals.) Thus in the base of 
mixed execution there is generalization of program constructions’ semantics from 
memory state transformers to transformations of the memory states predicates, i.e. 
an abstract i.vlterpetation. That in particular explains ndamentality of polyvariancy 
as a reflection of predicate processing non-determinacy. The nature of polyvariancy 
is of two kinds: structure polyvariancy is caused by the ambiguous choice of successor 
in the conditional points; informational polyvariancy appears because of ambiguity 
of generalized predicate transformers. 
A set of generalized ;.-otocols of the form 
(PI, envA (~2, end.. . , 
where pi is some point in a program and env, is an environment predicate, becomes 
a mixed computation invariant and the problem reduces to foiding of this potentially 
infinite set of potentially infinite sequences into a finite object. In the extreme case, 
the source of finiteness is either the set of the appearing environments (a strict 
polyvariancy) or the finiteness of the source program that leads to the global data-flow 
analysis problem (e.g. [28,41,11]). 
fn the latter case as well as in all intermediate cases we need a sum operator + 
that approximates predicates disjunction. 
nition 3.1. Associative and commutative operation 
+ : Ecv x Env + Env 
realizes a SZM of environments if for any two environments envl and envZ and 
data d 
(en% J env,)( d) + (env, + env2)( d). 
This definitior, is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The need for approximation is caused by the (already mentioned) fact that the 
arbitrariness of predicates is restricted by some language of environment definition. 
Operators of that kind were studied by many authors who named it intersection 
[24], overlav [37], generalization [45], summing [l2]. ut apparently we should take M 
Fig. 2. 
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as a basis, an operation of acsertion intersection in the global analysis problem, 
where a significant variety of assertion types is accumulated and the sufficient 
condition for termination is given: the set of assertions (in our terminology, the set 
of environments) are to be finite height semilattice for the order define 
env, 6 env2 @ env, + env2 = env2. 
Thus the information control (of which the strict polyvariant scheme is an exnmple) 
may be defined by finer strategy than simple testing of environment equality. 
3.2. Let C be some functional over set of environments Env 
C : Env + Env, 
that for each environment extracts some part of it 
env S C(env). 
The polyvariant projecting scheme is said to be controlled by C if two environments 
are declared compatible when the values of C on them are equal and also env = 
C(env,) = C(env,) = C(env, +env2) (see Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
This approach is a kind of composition of strict and polyvariant schemes, being 
in its own way a step back from strict polyvariancy. This is shown to be a principal 
step, because the strict polyvariant scheme ignores the structure of the interpreter 
but good object code has to inherit and merge both the program’s and rhe interpreter’s 
properties. 
e 
ortant aspect of mixed computation application 
e, i.e. the language i which auto- 
re writte n [32] I.Awxw 
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Let the two arguments of the projector proj being defined in the 
and L?, respectively. Since in the second Futamura projection 
comp( P) = proj(proj, (P = int)), W) 
the proj itself is the first argument, L1 coincides with the implementation language 
L. The first projection 
obj=proj(int, (P=p)) (W 
implies that int E L, . But in (F2) int is the second argument, so LI = Lz = L. Thus 
the resulting object code appears to be the same language as the source 
and the interpreter has to be an autointerpreter of the implementation language. 
Here the error i5 n d.lcealed on the assumption that the implication 
in turn implies that S, --- S2 (where for x, S, , S3 there stand int, L1 , L2, respectively). 
But actually Lz is the data descriptton language that envelops both the implementa- 
tion language L= L, and all other input languages. For example we can choose as 
Lz a description language of lists, or the set of all possible character sequences, etc. 
A problem of the implementation language level is more difficult and fundamental. 
On one hand it is the semantics description language, because the interpreters are 
being programmed in it, and its level must be sufficiently high. But on the other 
hand an object code is written in the same language and this fact supposes its 
closeness to machine code. It means that an implementation language has to contain 
both higher and lower level constructs: developed mechanisms of specification and 
composition along with computer oriented (or computer orientable) facilities; and 
it is a task of The interpreter designer to ensure that i;l the process of obtaining the 
object code ah too high-level constructs would be “brushed away” by the projector. 
In other words, an implementation language must be a kind of high-level assembler. 
Exactly this tendency is now observed in the development of system programming 
languages. I *wish to formulate the following. 
heyis 4.1. A system programming language eficiency hds to jbllow from irs Jitrtess 
for mixed em?suFim. 
Another approach to a problem of the language’s level uses the metho 
metaprogramming, where the higher-order concludes a 
L(J&... k,,, where each samantics ( i 2 9. ) is 
in terms of Lj_, an 
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Thus a “tower of interpreters” is constructed 
ssiti~n 4.2 
roof. The projection of the ! first interpreter belongs to the same language LO_ The 
functional behavior of this projection can be derived as follows. For bny program 
p in Lzi and any data d 
Th? first equality follows from the definition of projector and the second and the 
third follow from the definition of interpreter. So the projection under consideration 
realizes semantics of Lz. q 
Such merging can be continued iteratively up to any level. Moreover, interpreters 
of all the languages written in L, and constructed this way may serve as a building 
material for all compilers to LO (of course only if a projector is an autoprojector). 
N Z-C! thst the existence of a projector is in a certain sense a necessary condition for 
an AXcient implementation of metaprogramming, since otherwise one has to define 
each language by compiling it into the previous one. And even then, inqteztd of the 
inefficiency of the tower of interpreters, there would be an inefficiency due to the 
isputable the advantages of metapro- 
An interesting case of 
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i.e. every next language is an extension of the previous one. So projecting can be 
used as a tool for implementing a special case of boot-strapping. But instead of a 
chain of compilers, we use here a chain of interpreters. The consistency of boot- 
strapping requires that the efficiency of the implementation of any language in the 
chain should not decrease with sequential reimplementation. Let us consider the 
sublanguage of Li+ 1 isomorphic to A!+ and the corresponding subinterpreter which 
appears to be a self-interpreter. Then/the following should hold 
If we instantiate i Sy zero then the following thesis can be formulated. 
.3. An eficient autoprojector for some language L should regenerate a self. 
interpreter of L by projecting it onto itselJ 
This way of using mixed computation was first considered in [S] where the 
functioning of a program mixture was analysed; its different components were 
defined in the different level languages, or in the authors terms the languages of 
different intensity: the base language (~5,) was called “black” and the higher the 
lighter. Unfortunately this highly productive idea stayed unrealized and was later 
rediscovered, implemented and developed for the Prolog language [43]. 
Using Prolog as an implementation language also leads to better understanding 
of an incrcy ntal computation method which is related to metaprogramming and 
goes back to Lombardi’s work [33]. The main point of the method is that the data 
are supplied by small portions gradually refining the program as formally stated in 
the following proposition. 
reposition 4, I. Let p be a program and an environment env be represented as a 
conjunction of environments 
env = env, & env, & l - l & env,, 
then the projection pen,, can be obtained by the iterative process 
P” = p, pi+’ = pin”, = proj( p’, env;). 
roof. The proof is by induction based on the rather evident fact ihat pen”, = 
(Pe”“,L”v,. 0 
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utomatic versus conhollec” mixed corn 
jet us consider ROW whether a projector should be totally automatic. There are 
two points of view here. The first is developed in Ostrovsky’s work [38] where the 
concept of controlled mixed computation is introduced. Its main point is that for 
the sake of efficient and profound projecting, the user is given a system cf notions, 
inner constructs, accesses to a projected program, transformation instructions and 
also the means of composing them into different processors of mixed computation. 
These means can be various: a choice of alternative transformations (e.g. loop 
reduction or loop unfolding) made a priori or defined by the additional applicability 
conditions; using the metalanguage in which transformations are elementary instruc- 
tions [l&35]; etc. In fact here we deal not with a projector but with a projector 
construction set. The openness of such a system has a number of merits. First of 
all it is possible to take into account the specific character of a particular class of 
programs and to adapt a projector accordingly. Specific optimizations, auxiliary 
transformations (corausr,~ions according to [ 191) and macro instructions supplement- 
ing standard types of control library are introduced in a natural wayr A multiphase 
projecting becomes possible, that splits the process of obtaining the residual program 
into several conceptually closed primitive stages; each of them either uses a certain 
part of accessible information or prepares the program for the next stages. I-Iowever, 
total flexibility of controlled mixed computation is also a disadvantage. The given 
opportunities presuppose the user’s knowledge of hidden details which to a certain 
extent close the controlled mixed computations onto its implementor. Thus if a 
projector cannot handle a program, it is the projector that is being altered (exactly 
like the compiler designer searching for an error not in the program but in the 
compiler because the latter is closer to him). In the degenerate case for each program 
a sc:~ ial projector is created! 
Another point of view declared by Jones’ group [27] is that the (auto)projector 
has to be totally automatic. Moreover even the generated programs, in particular 
genrrating extensions and compilers, are alienated from the user, because in many 
respects they inherit inner constructs of a projector, unknown to him; that is, the 
user knows what the projector is doing but he does not and cannot know how it is 
doing this and therefore he has to adapt his program to the given projector. Thus 
in the extreme case the following thesis is realized. 
.I. A projector should process not any program but only a program specially 
deuelopcd for that one purpose. 
For example, consider a fragment of an interpreter implementing multiplication. 
r is taken into account the best way is simply 
r obtaining an object 
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right) operand is a power of two, etc. We first have to be concerned about the object 
code efficiency. In general the quality of the residual program is compounded of 
the power of the projector and the suitability of the source program, where the 
influence of the latter can be an order of magnitude. 
However, it turned out that there are also serious problems with this method. 
Many of them are considered in [27] and the main point is that not depending upon 
the projector’s intellectuality, in some cases the information about the input data 
accessibility is not enough and it must receive additional information from the user 
about how to process this or that construct. Let us give two typical examples. Let 
the interpreter contain a special variable count,instr that keeps account of the 
number of executed instructions. Then despite the evident fact that reevaluation of 
this variable exp!icitl 11 depends only upon the variable itself and not upon any 
inaccessible information, 
count,instr := count_instr + 1, 
it must be declared suspended in order to prevent the set of accessible memory 
states becoming infinite. Another example concerns one of the traditionally difficult 
questions of compilation -an adequate error handling. Thus, from the strict poly- 
variant scheme’s point of view, the interpreter statements 
print(“Missing ‘end”‘) and print(“Division by zero”) 
are indistinguishable since it processes all program branches in the same way. But 
common sense suggests that the first one should be executed at the projection 
(compilation) stage whereas the second one should be carried over into the residual 
program (object code). So the user has to instruct the projector that in the latter 
case a more strict scheme has to be used, because the execution of this statement 
is determined, in general, by inaccessible data. 
Prototypes Jf such instructions can be found in many studies. Danish auto- 
projector, for example, processes a strongly annotated source program: on the basis 
of the input dtita accessibility the first phase called a bounding time analysis automati- 
cally divides all parameters and function calls into static and dynamic ones. In the 
INCOE language there is a built-in function that determines whether a variable is 
accessible al a certain moment of execution (however, the usage of this func- 
tion leads to incorrectness in mixed computation [46]). ere also go compile 
time variables, conditional compilation, all kinds of compiler directives and other 
similar mechanisms more or less characteristic of today’s system programming 
languages. 
It is clear that annotations controlling 
ey points and the projector is to propag 
the main question is the combination of automatic and controlle 
at the expense of input language expan 
ideal case any construction can be re 
rogram execution, which actually e 
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procedures, loops, structtired variables input/output, etc. seem to be quite natural 
and relevant. 
We can now have a new look at compilation itself. Instead of simple transformation 
of input language constructs into output language constructs, compilation covers 
the part of program execution that is possible due to operational semantics and 
input data accessibility. The boundary separating interpretation from object code 
execution becomes mobile and what is more, controllable. In this connection, 
compilation based on the patterns of code generation lies somewhere in the middle 
of the spectrum. 
6. 
Let us now briefly discuss optimizing compilation. First of all the object language 
optimization opt0 and the source language optimization opt, must be distinguished 
(Fig. 4). The first is language-independent and can be formulated only once along 
with a projector and designed as a separate phase. The second has to be defined 
for each input language. Such optimization can be partly expressed in the form of 
special interpreter’s conditions, which look for optimization patterns, i.e. the inter- 
preter selectivity mentioned above. Another possibility is to give, along clith the 
interpreter, some axiom system in order to de!ine an optimizing operatiwal semantics 
of the input language, but this is the problem for further investigation. 
Thus, in general, optimizing compilation needs some special techniques differing 
from mixed computation. But nevertheless even if a non-optimizing compiler for a 
modest language is as simple as an interpreter for that language, projection allows 
one to avoid the problem of correspondence of different definitions of one object- 
the input language semantics. 
rejecting to 
The above considerations are concerned only with projecting-mixed computation 
in the narrow sense. To show a significant difference between projecting and mixed 
computation in the broad sense let us consider the problem of generation of a 
sequence of compiler phases. Projecting allows one to extract a phase of compiling 
and execution. But since the result of projecting is only a program, then all projection 
derivates will produce only programs in the implementation language. But we wish 
to transform a program as a data into some other data being an intermediate 
representation. I  addition this intermediate representation shotild be given the same 
meaning as that of the source program given by the language semantics. Thus be&cs 
an intermediate representation there must appear intermediate interpreter as sug- 
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Fig. 4. 
such that for any program i/ of two arguments and some data d, from 
partip, a’,) = (p’, d’), 
it follows that for any d2 
ptdl* 62) = p’fd’, dz). 
Here p, d,, p’, and d, can stand for an input language interpreter, a source 
program, an intermediate interpreter, an intermediate program representation and 
data, respectively. The form of a processor part evidently makes us turn back to 
mixed computation m the broad sense. But it turns out that separation of compiling 
phases requir-.s a mixed computation of a special kind [3], i.e. again the ge;i,ru? 
notion has to be restricted but now in another direction: the form of the residual 
program musi not depend on the accessible data. Actually it means that during 
construction of the resi(dual program, the reductions are made (e.g. deleting instances 
of accessible memory names), and unfoldings, if being made at all, are made in a 
quantity that does not depend on particular values but is rather determined by the 
general characteristics of accessible memory. s for the typical inclusion of literal 
values evaluated on the accessible memory state in the residual program, they are 
screened by the fixed names ?f the interme e memory. 
The methods of obtaining the interm ate representation are su 
researched only in tne case of unstructured memory [24]. ut as we have already 
lication of mixed CCWI piiation requires mm-trivial 
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(I) HOW is data structure reduced? For example how is an interpreter’s array 
storing the processing program data split into scalar cells and sub-arrays? 
(2) How is the data structure not present in the source program generated, for 
example, an attributed parsing tree, a transition graph, etc? 
The first question has been systematically studied for lists [36] but requires further 
investigation for arbitrary data types. An approach to the solution of the second 
question was presented in [3]. Its basic idea is that the intermediate representation 
should be constructed in the form of an attributed graph with accessible memory 
states as nodes, the values of expressions dependent only upon the accessible memory 
as attributes and the program instructions, reevaluating the accessible memory states 
as the arcs. In the residual program all reevaluations of the accessible memory are 
transformed into instructions of intermediate representation graph traversal and 
expressions over the accessible memory-into addressing to the current node 
attributes values. 
A question arises: how do the intermediate representations appear to be different? 
Really, a partial evaluator part disposes of the whole interpreter and the whole 
program and if there is no additional information then the intermediate representa- 
tion has to be unique. Apparently, some of the interpreter instructions have to be 
declared suspended in spite of the fact that all their arguments are initially accessible. 
Step by step suspension relaxation in the iterative application of partial evaluation 
generates a sequence of intermediate representations. Here an analogy with incre- 
mental computation seems to be relevant, but now instead of progressive data entry, 
step by step interpreter instruction defreezing takes place. 
The question of a mixed computation scheme lying between the extreme cases 
considered above still remains open. One of the most interesting subquestions here 
is which mechanisms and constructs are generated when such schemes are applied 
to compilation problems. 
8. Conclusion 
We have given a brief account of the state of art in applying mixed computation 
to compilation. It seems that in successful non-trivial experiments with mixed 
evaluators, the polyvariant projecting scheme and envn onmel.at generalization for 
the structured data case were crucial. Nevertheless the great majority of these 
imple-mentations are of an experimental or model nature. Evidently many present 
difficulties require fundamental theoretical study. Interacting development of the 
theory of mixed computation and the theory of compilation has to become fruitful 
for both, and even intermediate results of this process have to find practical 
applications. 
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